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https://1drv.ms/b/s!AvI7wzKf6QBjgQoPvHTRY2sFeft3  QUESTION 61To optimize utilization of the main memory, you want to

make sure the following for non-active data:There are 2 correct answers to this question.Response: A.    All columns of the object

are accessed.B.    No optimal access to data that is relevant for reportingC.    If the main memory has sufficient capacityD.   

Non-active data is available directly in the main memory Answer: CD QUESTION 62Which of the two elements are not a model

within the calculation view? There are 2 correct answers to this question.Response: A.    Simple measuresB.    Time ObjectC.   

Private attributesD.    Data to Code Answer: BD QUESTION 63Identify which of the following function is not a part of Accelerated

Planning Functions? Please choose the correct answer.Choose one: A.    ConversionsB.    AggregationC.    Faster modellingD.   

Disaggregation Answer: C QUESTION 64Which of the following is not a component of "The HANA ?Optimized data store"?

Please choose the correct answer.Choose one: A.    Active tableB.    SID creation optimizedC.    Change logD.    Activation Queue

Answer: B QUESTION 65What are the requirements for DTPs to manage inventory data? There are 2 correct answers to this

question.Choose: A.    Extraction Mode of the RDAB.    First, the DTP which loads the initial data set.C.    You need a second DTP

for regular movementsD.    DSOs movements Answer: BC QUESTION 66What happens if you select Display All Fields in BW

Workspace Designer - Composite Provider? There are 2 correct answers to this question.Choose: A.    Lists unused fieldsB.    Join

connectionC.    Provides info about graphical viewD.    Display settings Answer: AC QUESTION 67How can HANA-optimized

Data Store Objects leverage SAP HANA technology? Identify from the following options.There are 3 correct answers to this

question.Choose: A.    Accelerate data loadsB.    Reduce the amount of physical storageC.    No adoption of processesD.    Allow

faster Remodeling of structural changesE.    Multi Provider Answer: ABD QUESTION 68What allows you to hide entire providers,

to modify the horizontal distance between the nodes and to deactive automatic highlighting?Please choose the correct answer.

Choose one: A.    PropertiesB.    StandardsC.    SettingsD.    Menu Answer: C QUESTION 69Which of the following is not a

function of Delta Merge Operation? Please choose the correct answer.Choose one: A.    The delta merge operation is decoupled from

the execution of the transaction that performs the changesB.    The delta merge operation is executed on table level.C.    Its purpose

is to move changes collected in write optimized delta storage into the compressed and read optimized main storageD.    Memory

consumption of delta storage exceeds specified limit Answer: D QUESTION 70Who is responsible for all the functionality of BWA

and High-performance foundation for new SAP applications?Please choose the correct answer.Choose one: A.    SPSSB.    SAP
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